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LEDs have a very long lifespan. That should also be the case with the actual 
fixture, in which they are installed. This elementary lamp is meant to be as 
simple and solid as a nail or a push pin. As with traditional tool machine 
lighting, the mechanics are sturdy and long-lasting. The lamp combines 
solidity and lightness: a thin beam joins the two opposite pieces of the lamp, 
a heavy foot and a delicate shade.

A w 103 sempé pendant lamp can be a single hanging shade or a combination 
of shades. Two elements of the w 103 table lamp are reused in the suspended 
lamps; the shade that is identical, and the cleat that is placed on the top 
of the shade to become a connection point for various shade constellations.  
It can be used to attach multiple shades to a long rail for linear constellation, 
or to smaller rails that can be joined together like Meccano to create polygons. 
The rail structure is solid, yet visually light and the lines are softened by the 
round shapes of the shades. 

The pendant lamp shades exists in different colour tones — bright, soft,  
clear, dark — and can be arranged in any colour combination, using the seven 
standard colours.

Design: Inga Sempé

Product Information
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The w 103 sempé lamps are manufactured from aluminium and steel.  
The base of the table lamp is made of cast iron

The light technology is based on an energy-efficient, high quality, 
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

The shade acts both as glare-protection and as a reflector. The light is projected 
into the shade, giving a smoothly and pleasant indirect light.

The fixture can be mounted in three different positions/ angles on the base, 
as well available on the clamp version.

The shade can be adjusted 166° (+/— 83°) around its horizontal axis.

The shade protects from glare while the diffuser gives an evenly  
distributed light.

The w 103 sempé pendant has integrated dimmable electronics, enabling 
dimming from external dimmers and lighting control systems.

Using LEDs to project the light directly downwards, the shade is not used as  
a reflector. This gives the option of painting the inside of the shade in the same 
colour as the outside, without destroying the quality of the light outside.  
The result is a beautiful and at the same time, playful effect as a small amount 
of light lights up the coloured inside of the shade.

Any number of pendant lamp shades and any combination of the seven single 
shade colours can be mounted onto a black or white straight rail. Two or 
three black or white shades on a black or white rail are available as standard 
articles. Various colour combinations and amounts of shades are available, 
made to offer.

A combination of pendant lamp shades in the colours sulfur yellow, beige red, 
coral red, reed green, silver grey and deep black, mounted on a hexagonal-
shaped black rail is available as a standard article. Any combination of the 
seven single shade colours mounted on a black or white hexagonal rail are 
also available, made to order.

Material

Integrated LED with optical 
lens (table, pendant)

Indirect light (table)

Multiple mounting  
options (table)

Adjustable shade (table)

Glare-protecting shade 
and diffuser (pendant)

Dimmable (pendant)

Coloured inside (pendant)

Rail mounting (pendant)

Hexagonal rail (pendant)

w 103 sempé  Features
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Product name w103 sempé s2 w103  sempé s3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp — two shades on rail Pendant lamp — three shades on rail

Mounting Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included 

Material Aluminium, steel Aluminium, steel

Cord length 300 cm (cable and wire) 300 cm (cable and wire)

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 8 W (per shade) 8 W (per shade)

Lumen 1234 (per shade) 1234 (per shade)

Lumen/W 154 154

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 85 > 85

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20

Packaging dimensions L121 x W31 x H21 cm (0.08 m3) L121 x W31 x H21 cm (0.08 m3)

Packaging weight 4.8 kg 6.2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Traffic white 7330492005980 103S29016 Traffic white 7330492006017 103S39016

Jet black 7330492005997 103S29005 Jet black 7330492006024 103S39005 

Various/made 
to order

7330492006000 103S20000 Various/made 
to order

7330492006031 103S30000 

150 150

730 1180

280 280

280 280



wästberg

Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back 
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man 
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of 
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps 
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most 
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have 
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics, 
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation. 


